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Automatic integration of structured and semi-structured data has been a goal of nearly thirty years of integration research. 
The eXtensible Markup Language (XML)  integration attempts have not succeeded either. The lack of progress demonstrates 
early assumptions were naïve. This paper will show XML schemas possess natural language characteristics that pose 
significant barriers to achieving full automatic integration of semi-structured data. This aspect of XML evolution has not 
been addressed in the literature. XML exhibits many of the same ambiguities as natural language. Automating XML 
integration puts forward a challenge similar in magnitude to automated natural language translation efforts. Correct and 
complete integration needs to satisfy meaning-preservation constraints; e.g., a mapping function that is invertible, proof 
preserving, vocabulary preserving and structure preserving. Natural language characteristics in XML can theoretically be 
utilized to predict and explain the level of XML automated integration possible. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Research of automatic integration of structured and semi-structured data has not resulted in success over the past thirty years, 
including over five years of eXtensible Markup Language (XML) integration attempts . However, the economic incentives 
remain significant; e.g. imperfect interoperability costs the U.S. automotive supply chain at least $1 billion per year. Belief 
has not wavered that the problem can be solved: “Many upcoming technological innovations will change how people, teams, 
enterprises and even whole societies interact with and share information. The main drivers are standards for improved 
interoperability…extensible markup language and ontologies”(Linden 2003) [emphasis added]. XML is designed for both 
human readability and machine processing. In contrast to EDI for example, XML tags are engineered using natural language. 
Usage of natural language implies inheritance of some natural language characteristics.  A number of natural language 
characteristics create problems for machine processing;  e.g., imprecision, vagueness and ambiguity. If XML in fact shares 
multiple natural language characteristics, it should not be treated as a programming language. This new treatment of XML in 
the IS research community would necessitate revised research assumptions. In this paper we show empirically that XML does 
in fact exhibit five types of ambiguity, making it unlikely to preserve meaning in an automatic integration process. 
RELATED WORK 
The need for data integration within the enterprise and across companies increases as the enterprise grows. “Integration at the 
systems level requires common standards and data definitions, and some means of synchronizing the communication between 
different software applications” (Stohr and Nickerson 2003). Research of automatic integration of structured and semi-
structured data has generated about 159,000 academic papers published since 1976 on the subject in ACM’s digital library 
alone. The number of commercial applications that claim integration capabilities, especially XML processing capabilities, is 
reaching a record high (Bourret 2003). However, no silver bullet solution (Brooks 1987) has emerged. XML has lowered the 
barrier to entry for data exchange, but with it came a flood of proposed standards. A broad range of professional 
organizations are promoting and developing XML-based standards. A survey in 2001 found over 1,000 such vocabularies 
(Rohn and Klashner 2004).   Gartner identified well over 1,000 proposed XML standards (Knox 2002).   
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XML tags reuse the basic building blocks of natural languages: words, compound words, and holophrases. Compound words 
are comprised of elements put together from other words; e.g. “townhouse”. All of these XML tag building blocks exhibit 
ambiguity, a characteristic of natural languages.  
METHODOLOGY 
This research examines word ambiguity using empirical data consisting of three proposed Real Estate market XML standards 
and one proposed petroleum industry standard. The standards’ internal inconsistency and cross-standards ambiguity of words 
were analyzed in each of these four corpora.  
Natural language exhibits numerous types of ambiguities (Gardent and Webber 2001): 
• Word sense ambiguity: a word has several meanings 
• Structural ambiguity: Determined through multiple syntactic analyses of a string e.g.,  
o In the statement "old shoes and hats" the adjective “old” may apply to the hats or just to the shoes 
• Projection ambiguity: presupposition (e.g., subjective knowledge about the world) can be integrated into the overall 
meaning of a text.  
• Referential ambiguity:  indication unclear in particular natural language expression,  e.g.,  
o In the expression “Jay hit John. He was angry with him” it is unclear who was angry and when.  
• Resolution ambiguity: context dependent interpretation of semantically underspecified elements (e.g., anaphori, 
ellipsisii) 
Analysis of Proposed XML Standards 
Each compound word is broken into single words in each respective standard. Then we analyze the result for multiple 
ambiguities per standard and across standards. WordNet, an online lexical reference system (Miller 1995), was utilized to 
find the number of meanings for words with the most usage. The element-word ratio was calculated; i.e. number of elements 
in a standard divided by the total number of words used in the standard. 
 
 
Organization / Source Abbreviated 
Source Name 
Description of Proposed XML Real Estate (RE) 
Standards 
The RE Transaction Standard RETS exchanging RE transaction information 
RE Listing Markup Language RELML unrestricted online listing of RE 
Comprehensive RE Transaction Markup Language CRTML data exchange to streamline online home buying and 
selling process 
RE Information Professionals Association REIPA / 
AART 
 
National Council of RE Investment Fiduciaries NCREIF exchange of financial data for RE investors 
American Petroleum Institute - Petroleum Industry 
Data Dictionary PIDX / PIDD 
copyright protected data dictionary for the American 
Petroleum Institute members 
Table 1: Proposed XML Standards Utilized as for Empirical Data 
 
                                                          
i  a word or phrase that takes its reference from another word or phrase and especially from a preceding word or phrase 
ii Omission of one or more words that are obviously understood but that must be supplied to make a construction 
grammatically complete 
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Breakdown and Categorization of Empirical Data 
RETS: 
RETS has 262 XML elements, comprised of 454 words after breaking holophrases into single words. It consists of 212 
unique words. The word used most frequently is “type”, with 26 occurrences, as follows:  
 
Building type Change type Document type Listing type 
Ownership type Transaction type Type (19 times) Vestment type 
Table 2: RETS usage of the word TYPE 
 
The next most frequent word is “re” (i.e., most likely an abbreviation for Real Estate) appears 15 times in the text, as follows: 
 
REActivities REActivity REAgent REAgents 
REData REHistories REOffice REOfficeRosters 
REOfficeRosters REOffices REPropEntry REProperties 
REPropHistory REProspect REProspects REPublicRecords 
RETax    
Table 3: RETS usage of the word RE 
 
WordNet offers 6 meanings for “TYPE”. There are three meanings for “RE”.  
REPML 
REPML has 170 XML elements and attributes defined. These are comprised of 189 words after breaking holophrases into 
single words. It consists of 72 unique words. The word used most frequently is “type”, with 14 occurrences, as follows: 
 
 Type (12 times) SubType (2 times)  
Table 4: REPML usage of the word TYPE 
 
PIDX: 
PIDX has 332 XML elements and attributes defined. These are comprised of 892 words after breaking holophrases into 
single words. It consists of 214 unique words. The word used most frequently is “code”, with 30 occurrences, as follows: 
 
Allowance Or Charge Type Code  Attachment Purpose Code Card Authorization Code Carrier Equipment Code 
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Commodity Code Country Code Currency Code Hazardous Material Class Code
Invoice Type Code Item Detail Change Code Job Location Class Code Language Code 
Line Response Reason Code Line Status Code Method Of Handling Code  Notification Code 
Packaging Characteristic Code Payment Terms Basis Date Code  Percent Qualifier Code Postal Code 
Purchase Order Type Code Quote Type Code Routing Sequence Code Service Level Code 
Shipment Terms Code Special Handling Code Tax Exempt Code Tax Type Code 
Telecom Area Code Telecom Country Code Transport Method Code Unit Of Measure Code 
Table 5: PIDX usage of the word CODE 
 
WordNet has 3 meanings for “CODE”. Interestingly, the word “TYPE” occurs 13 times in PIDX, as part of different data 
elements, such as in “Quote Type Code”.  
NCREIF 
NCREIF has not issued a formal standard proposal as of this writing. However, it has provided a glossary of 104 proposed 
terms with definitions for the proposed standard. It consists of 93 unique words excluding conjunctions, prepositions and 
similar words. The term used most frequently is “pre-”, with 9 occurrences, as follows: 
Farmland pre Hospitality pre Industrial pre Investment Type pre 
Office pre- NAIOP   pre- development Raw land pre-   Residential pre- BOMA 
Retail pre ICSC     
Table 6: NCREIF usage of the word PRE- 
 
In WordNet there are zero meanings for “Pre-”. Merriam Webster online dictionary (M-W 2004) provides two meanings for 
the word “Pre-“. 
 













RETS 262 454 212 Type 0.58 
REPML 170 189 72 Type 0.90 
NCREIF 104 245 93 Pre- 0.42 
PIDX 332 892 214 Code 0.37 
Table 7: Numerical Summary of Elements and Words in Examined Standards 
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DISCUSSION 
Internal Ambiguity Analysis 
Each one of the standards examined here exhibits word sense ambiguity, ranging from 2 to 6 meanings for its most used 
word. In addition, these standards exhibit other types of ambiguities, as shown hereafter.  
RETS exhibits the following types of ambiguity: 
• Structural ambiguity  
o “Change Type” can mean a sort  being modified or the nature of a alteration, but not both.  
• Projection ambiguity  
o “CarrierRoute” can refer to (1) local common carrier (say a bus company), (2) a telecommunication 
operator (also known as carrier in the telecom industry), or (3) perhaps the last four digits of a location’s 
nine number zip code, which requires prior knowledge about the US Postal Service. 
• Referential ambiguity 
o “Close Date” can be “the date is close”, or the date on which a sale was recorded (original intention). Note, 
this event is normally referred to as the “closing date” in both the mortgage and real estate industries as 
seen on Fannie-Mae Uniform Residential Loan Application Form 1003. 
• Resolution ambiguity 
o “CloseDate” also qualifies as an ellipsis because it is semantically underspecified. 
We analyzed the balance of the standards in a similar manner. Table 8 has a summary of ambiguities found. Two cells stand 
out: REPML lack of structural ambiguity and, PIDX lack of resolution ambiguity. 
Ambiguity Type Source Word Sense Structural Projection Referential Resolution 
RETS Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
REPML Yes No Yes Yes Yes 
NCREIF Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 
PIDX Yes Yes Yes Yes No 
Table 8: Ambiguities Found in Examined Standards 
 
As for PIDX, it is unclear as to where the usage of the word “CODE” can be associated. The usage could simply refer to 
jargon or database design practices. For example with respect to database usage, it is probable that the entity “Special 
Handling” has a description. Perhaps even a short description for GUI usage, and a long description for help or reporting. To 
normalize the entity, one would create a table with at least two columns: (a) Special Handling Code (b) Special Handling 
Description. The column “Special Handling Code” is then used for referential integrity and reduction of database size. 
Consequently, the appearance of the word “CODE” does not contribute to ambiguity resolution of “Special Handling”. 
Cross Standard Ambiguity  
This section analyzes ambiguity between standards. For example, in Real Estate, identical XML tags do not carry the same 
meaning or there are identical concepts expressed differently. These constraints require a mapping function that is invertible, 
proof preserving, structure preserving and vocabulary preserving. Vocabulary preservation refers to same content words or 
symbols that represent categories, relations, and individuals in an ontology; these must appear in both mapping from source 
one to source two and vice versa (Sowa 2001). 
Item  Source 1  Source 2 
  Source Term Used Meaning  Source Term Used Meaning 
1  RETS ListDate The date on which the listing contract became 
effective. 
 REPML OriginalListingDate The date on which the 
listing contract became 
effective. 
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2  NCREI Cancellation The lessee may terminate the lease prior to its 
expiration date on stated dates or upon the 





3  PIDD CloseDate The date by which a Quote must be submitted.  RETS CloseDate The date on which a sale 
was recorded. 
4  PIDD CityName The name of the city or municipality.  RETS City The city in a postal 
address. 
5  NCREI - -  PIDD - - 
Table 9: Cross Standards Analysis 
Item 1: Two distinct terms that express an identical concept, thus exhibiting the natural language characteristic of 
redundancy. In addition, the RETS schema and the REPML schema differ in their scope and granularity. Hence, full 
integration of the two is impossible without violating meaning-preservation constraints.  
Item 2: The lack of a suitable concept in Source 2 is not a natural language characteristic, but preclude satisfying the 
meaning-preservation constraints. 
Item 3: This exhibits projection ambiguity. Presupposition (knowledge about the world) is integrated into the overall meaning 
of this XML tag, thus  failing to satisfy meaning-preservation constraints. 
Item 4: Pair exhibit redundancy(i.e., natural language characteristic). Granularity discrepancies between the two sources  
prevents the satisfactory resolution to all of the meaning-preservation constraints. 
Item 5: NCREI and PIDD have 18 words in common, but none have similar meanings. This demonstrates that two XML 
sources can have no common concepts, even though they have a number of words in common. There exist various natural 
language ambiguities internal to the studied standards. There exist cross standards difficulties stemming from natural 
language ambiguity and scope differences. Consequently, automating XML integration puts forward a challenge similar in 
magnitude to automated natural language translation efforts. It is our opinion that some of the ambiguities discovered 
heretofore can be attributed to poor schema design and poor choice of words. However, most of the ambiguities stem from 
the mere fact that XML tags use words from natural languages. 
SUMMARY 
We have demonstrated various natural language ambiguities internal to and across several standards. Further research is 
needed to determine if proposed XML standards have additional natural language characteristics. Since XML already 
exhibits natural language characteristics, then perhaps we should treat it as an artificial natural language with many of the 
ramifications that such an understanding derives. This new treatment of XML in the IS research community would 
necessitate revised research agendas based on altered assumptions. 
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